Your Human Design Love Note:

MANIFESTING
GENERATOR
Energy Type:Manifesting Generator
Strategy: To Respond + Inform
Alignment Signature: Satisfaction
Misalignment Signature: Frustration + Anger

DEAR MANIFESTING
GENERATOR,

You are a multi-passionate force to be reckoned with!
Your light is so so bright, please don’t let the world’s
“standards” dim it!
You are meant to forge your own path and it is likely
not linear; you also tend to process things much
more quickly so others may not understand and
that’s ok! You have nothing to prove.
It is a common theme in our society to need to label
“who we are” or “what we do” and for you that may
entail a long list! A sure way to know that you are
trying to fit yourself into a mold that is too small is
feeling EXHAUSTED, DRAINED, and BURNT OUT.

Your energy is sparkly and magnetic, and naturally
draws opportunities to you; let it come to you and
flow WITH it.
As a “sacral-being” (meaning your sacral center is
defined), you are meant to follow through on your
DESIRES.
Start asking yourself “what would I love to do?”; “what
would I love to eat?”; “what would I love to wear?”, and
so on and notice your gut response. Do you feel a
rising energy, an excitement, a warm, bubbly
sensation that elicits a visceral “mmmhmm!”? That’s a
“YES” for you! Do feel a drawing in, a contraction, a
clenching, or release an “uhnn uhnn”? That’s a “NO”!
By the way, do you feel nothing; crickets? That’s also a
“NO!”

Get used to taking action only on what truly lights you
up. I know, this can feel so far from our lived reality,
but it is closer than you think.
Start with simple things like meals, tv shows, clothing,
eye shadow, etc. Your sacral will start to warm up,
and soon you will be feeling noticeable gut responses
to bigger and bigger questions!
Once you’ve felt that gut “YES” it is your green light to
GO! Unleash your creativity into that new thing.

ONE caveat: you MUST inform others of what you are
up to! If a creative urge hits at night, inform your
partner or kids or roommates that you are going to
work for a bit. If you start a new project, inform your
biz partners or your online or work community of
what you are up to! When you do this, you usher in
resources and support! If you skip this step, you work
may not be well received and you will find yourself
frustrated and angry.

Ready to Learn More?
Schedule your 1:1 Human
Design Reading:
http://bit.ly/HDRead
Questions?
Email: jadiengels@gmail.com

